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Coyne, George, S.J.
Astronomer
Astronomy
Work McDevittCenter@lemoyne.edu
Work coynegv@lemoyne.edu
Work (315) 4454636
Work Le Moyne College
Notes emailed ND8 7/7/16
emailed via a cc to David Craig on 2/28/13
sent email with CurranFordham letter and telling about the request for an interview
Fr. Coyne said he wasn't interested. I emailed him back with a cc to David Craig saying there should be a meeting.
emailed Buzz and Clarke 3/19/14
emailed ND8 6/18/16
sent 4/1/16: Dear Fr. Coyne,
I took your book (Physics, Philosophy and Theology) out of the Fordham library looking forward to seeing what
Catholic philosophers were saying. As soon as I started reading, I realized I had no desire to know more about what
Catholic philosophers are saying. I have already formed my ideas and explained them as best I could in writing. I
want to discuss them with Catholic philosophers.
As you can see from the attached letter to Cardinal Dolan, my only hope for such a conversation is with college
students. I'v also attached the handout I would give in such a conversation.
email sent 3/29/16 Dear Fr. Coyne,
Thank you for the article. My feeling is that there is a conflict between us but I could not put my finger on it from a
quick reading of your article.
I'd like to go to Le Moyne College and give a developmental lesson about the argument's for God's existence to
your students and colleagues. I just got the attached letter from The Review of Metaphysics that compliments my
article about this topic. The giveandtake of a conversation is more likely to resolve a conflict than reading and
writing, in my opinion.
Very truly yours, David Roemer
proposals 3/21/16
12/11/15 left message on machine
12/11/15 forwarded email I sent to Vatican Observatory.
Craig, David A.
Chair, Physics
Physics
Work craigda@lemoyne.edu
Work 3154454663
Work Fax 3154454602
Work Le Moyne College
Notes emailed ND9 7/7/16
emailed ND7 6/2/16
emailed Notification 2/5/16 and 2/22/16
emailed invite and faxed NSF on 2/28/13
faxed End of Darwin on 3/8/13
faxed Peters & Manuscript 5/28/13
emailed open letter and Sewell on 6/27/13
emailed Buzz and Clarke 3/19/14
Faxed Sassaman2 6/12/14
Glancy, Jennifer
Religious Studies
Work glancy@lemoyne.edu
Work Le Moyne College
Notes emailed Torchia 12/26/16
emailed ND8 10/17/16
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emailed NotreDame2 on 5/16/16
Langdon, John
Chair, History
Work langdon@lemoyne.edu
Work Le Moyne College
Notes emailed ND9 12/31/16
emailed ND7 6/2/16
Zens, Robert W.
History
Work zensrw@lemoyne.edu
Work Le Moyne College
Notes emailed ND9 9/30/16
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